ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Network attack is not a special threat today, and its purpose and technologies are evolving complicate rapidly. APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) is seen frequency nowadays, and organizing new adversary groups are the typical problem. The members of adversary group disperse worldwide or are mal-distributed in a specific area (such as the country). The former case has the possibility that the group belongs to the worldwide terrorism organization. On the other hand, the latter case has high possibility that the group has governmental support. In this paper, we focus on the activity of the adversary group which exists in specific country. Needless to say, almost network attack uses IP packets. The specification of IP technologies is determined by the international standardized groups such as IETF [11] and ISO [12] , and details of them are open to the public. As the result, IP packets used in network attack have the information concerning to the action of adversary at the same time. So, there are many security projects based on these facts such as Honey pot project [1] , Dark-net monitoring [9] and so on. Almost existing projects are used for observation and analysis of network attack trend in the worldwide scale. From the view point of analysis of IP packet, these security projects are regarded as a passive use of this information. On the other hand, our motivation stands on the point of active use of information in IP packets to apply counter-attack.
As already mentioned above, we focus on the adversary group in the specific country. The IP packets from adversaries have information of network infrastructures, in the area. Therefore, we can analyze the topology map of the target area by collecting and analyzing IP packets from there. The characteristic of topology map can be estimated by the Eigen value of the matrix that is derived from the topology map. The research field of network dynamics develops the analysis method using Eigen value of topology map. Using these Eigen values, we propose a method of effective choice for network counter-attack strategy, which shows the most effective and suitable one. Network attack such as DDoS, also changes the topology map and its characteristics. Focusing on this fact, we assume two kinds of attack scenarios and three kinds of tactics. To evaluate our proposal attack, we demonstrate using actual data obtained by our dark-net monitoring. Note that we cannot show all the details because they have many sensitive topics.
There are some previous works, which focus on the topology map analysis for network security. However, for example [6] , all of them are researched for the purpose of developing defense technology, and there is no previous work for attack strategy. In this point, our work is very epoch-making one since we focus on the counter-attack.
PRELIMINARIES

OUTLINE
The characteristics of the network can be estimated by topology map analysis [5] [8] [14] [26] . The topology map is expressed by some methods. In this paper, we take two kinds of method, which apply integer matrix; Adjacency matrix [19] and Laplacian matrix [24] . The Eigen value of each matrix shows the characteristic of topology map. In this paper, we focus on two types of characteristics; "Spread speed" and "Convergence". "Spread speed" denotes the characteristic, which shows easiness of communication. "Convergence" denotes the characteristic, which shows easiness of settling of information.
As an example of previous works using such Eigen values of topology map, there is a chainreaction bankruptcy analysis of bank-transaction [15] . In this work, they derived some topology maps of bank-transactions and calculate their Eigen values. Using these Eigen values, they made it clear that only bankruptcy of mega-banks is not always the cause of the financial crisis. Network dynamics is the research field that analyzes a phenomenon using such characteristics of the network. In this paper, we have applied the basic technique of network dynamics to develop the method of network attack.
ADJACENCY MATRIX
Let G be a topology map with n nodes. Then G can be expressed as n×n Adjacency matrix A. Let A i,j (1 ≤ i,j ≤ n) be an element of matrix A as follows. , = 1 0 if is adjacent to , and if is not adjacent to .
Note that A i,i = 0 because of A i,i denotes the link to itself. Let degree of node i be the Hammingweight of i-th row (or i-th column). From the symmetry of matrix A, a condition of A i,j = A j,i holds (i-th row and i-th column denote same adjacency of i-th and j-th node). The node, which has the largest degree, is defined as "hub-node". Let λ be the Eigen value of A, which is derived following characteristic equation.
Since the characteristic equation has the n-th degree, eigenvalue can have different m(1 ≤ m ≤ n) values. Let λ max (A) be the maximum value of λ. Then the value of λ max (A) shows the characteristic of the connection density among hub-nodes. And it indicates the characteristic of "Spread speed" of topology map.
LAPLACIAN MATRIX
A topology map G also can be expressed by Laplacian matrix L. 
The minimum value λ 1 (L) is always equals to zero. The second minimum value λ 2 (L) > 0 shows algebraic connectivity of topology map. When λ 2 (L) has large value, the topology map has high connectivity. The maximum value λ max (L) shows the difficulty of connection delay. The synchronization of topology map can be evaluated by the ratio R = λ 2 (L)/λ m (L). When R has large value, it indicates the characteristic of "Convergence" of topology map.
BASIC IDEA
BACKGROUND
Nowadays, almost network communication is based on IP packet technology. The specification of IP packet is standardized and open to the public. Figure 1 shows the contents of IP packet structure and we can find that IP packet has much information in its header; protocol, source IP address, destination IP address, timeout and so on. In general, every network attack does not work when they do not follow the specification of IP packet. From this fact, two big topics are focused; defense topic and attack one. In the defense topic, there are many projects to observe network attack using information in malicious IP packets. Among them, "Dark-net monitoring" is common to use in relatively large organizations such as governmental institutes, universities, enterprises and so on. "Dark-net" is local network space whose global IP addresses are not used. Therefore, IP packets, which arrived at IP addresses in Dark-net, are regarded as malicious action. Today, the analysis of Dark-net access (Dark-net monitoring) is regarded as a defense method to detect network attacks. There are many projects of world scale Dark-net monitoring, such as Nicter [16] , Norse [23] and so on.
For the attack topic, we need to hide true IP address; forged IP address, spoofing, springboard and so on. In many cases, springboard PCs known was "bot-net" is common attack method and we can also find such access in Dark-net monitoring. In fact, there are many methods, which detect springboard PCs and find out t springboard PC is intentional or accidental, in this paper, we suppose execute persistent access to Dark net and collect IP address from the attackers. Then we classify them using country information in IP address and derive topology map of requires Dark-net monitoring operations in own organization.
DERIVING TOPOLOGY MAP
The "trace route command" is available on almost modern computer systems. It is a network diagnostic tool for displaying the route to given IP address. There are some existing results using trace route command to analyze have much information concerning to adversary. Our purpose is to derive network topology map attacking us. In our strategy, malicious IP addresses monitored in Dark adversary group by categorizing their packets. To do this procedure, we collect different malicious IP addresses from same country or region. Then we execute trace estimate the topology map of the target area. We call such topology map as the mali topology map in the followings. However, the results of trace route command do not always show al Figure 2 shows an example the some numbers). In this figure, in line 14 the server or the router on the path. In t First, we make a temporary topology map holding these unknown IP address. Then we delete these unknown IP addresses from temporary topology map, and we derive resu such as Figure 3 . We define such resultant topology map as the ma and find out true malicious IP address [13] [21] [25] . However, even if springboard PC is intentional or accidental, in this paper, we suppose those springboards execute persistent access to Dark-net are adversaries.In our proposal method, we obse net and collect IP address from the attackers. Then we classify them using country information in IP address and derive topology map of the adversary [10] . Therefore, our proposal method net monitoring operations in own organization.
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there is an open project to estimate the detailed Internet topology map such as CAIDA [3] . However, our purpose does not follow their service policy. So, note that we derive a topology map by our own method. If we can get cooperation with the organization such as CAIDA, it is obvious that we can get precise malicious topology map easily.
The malicious topology map can be expressed by Adjacency matrix and Laplacian matrix. Therefore, as shown in section 2, we can analyze its characteristics by its Eigen values.
OUR STRATEGY
The threat scenarios of network attack are complicated and various, and they are evolving in every second. In this paper, we focus on following two types.
Scenario-1. Spread of malware and disinformation
Scenario-2. Concentration and confusion of information sharing
Scenario-1 is easy to understand and typical case of network attack, so we omit the details. The purpose of Scenario-2 is to generate the differentials in information sharing between the target area and others and make confusion among them. This scenario is also based on the one of the important characteristics of Internet technology such as immediacy of information sharing. By using these characteristics, we can generate a threshold of intentional diffusion of information. This scenario is similar to spreads of rumor in SNS, but it is different from such scenarios in the point that the difference in the spread of different information is generated deliberately. The effectiveness of these attack scenarios can be estimated by the characteristics of malicious topology map. Therefore, the effectiveness of Scenario-1 is related to the characteristic of "Spread of speed" and Scenario-2 is related to "Convergence" respectively [7] [17].
On the other hand, network attack has various tactics such as DDoS attack, XSS, down of services, constructing rogue servers, and so on. These tactics have influence on the topology map and can change its characteristics. Therefore, the attacker can choose attack scenario and discuss its effectiveness by selecting tactics. In this paper, we consider following three tactics and simulate its effectiveness against change of characteristics of malicious topology map.
Tactics-1.Down of node
Tactics-2. Construction of agent node
Tactics-3. Combination of Tactics-1 and Tactics-2 Tactics-1 can be achieved by the well-know attack such as DDoS. Tactics-2 can be achieved by using IP address, which is not well managed.
There are some problems such as slow down of communication speed and feasibility, with the attack execution. And the choice and location of agent node have a big influence on the effectiveness of the strategy. These problems influence effectiveness and feasibility of strategy, however, they are individual problems for every actual malicious topology map, and we discuss this problem in section 7. In this paper, we search for the optimal attack effectiveness by brute force search, so, we limit the size of malicious topology map within our computer can analyze. Therefore, we limit the maximum number of nodes is 100.
EIGEN VALUE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TACTICS
Let #n be a number of nodes and #l be a number of links in a topology map. Since the maximum value of #l means to make the complete graph with n nodes, the condition of #l ≤ n C 2 holds. From the viewpoint of our tactics, we cannot make number of links than the condition. From this fact, we can find that the maximum Eigen value is determined by the optimal tactics; λ max (A) = n − 1 and λ max (L) = n. We can see the relation between the value of (#n, #l) and each tactic, as follows.
Tactics-1. decreases #n and decreases #l
Tactics-2. increases #n and increases #l
Tactics-3 . holds #n and increases #l Table. 1 Correlation of number of nodes (n), number of links(l), Eigen value(λ) and tactics
The changes of values of (#n, #l) and each Tactic are summarized in Table 1 . In this table, the symbols "-", "↗" and "↘", denote unchanged, increase and decrease respectively. Note that we assume the number of down nodes equals to the number of generation of agent nodes in Tactics-3 . From these facts, we expect followings.
Expectation-1.
Tactics-1 will be useless for Scenario-1. When decrease of the maximum Eigen value is smaller than decrease of minimum Eigen value, Tactics-1 will be useful for Scenario-2.
Expectation-2. Tactics-2 will be useful for Scenario-1. When the increase of maximum Eigen value is smaller than increase of minimum Eigen value, Tactics-2 will be useful for Scenario-2.
Expectation-3.
The effectiveness of Tactics-3 will be inferior to Scenario-1 than Scenario-2. On the other hand, Tactics-3 is most effective for Scenario-2, because it adjusts the balance of relation between maximum Eigen value and minimum one to maximize the value of R.
As the results, we can conclude as followings.
• It is enough for Scenario-1 to execute only Tactics-2 simulations.
• It is necessary for Scenario-2 to execute all of the tactics to search for most effective tactics. In the followings, to discuss our expectations, we execute all tactics for both scenarios.
PROPOSAL METHOD FOR CHOICE OF COUNTER-ATTACK SCENARIO
Our proposal counter-attack scenario choice is defined as the combination of scenario and tactics shown in section 3.3. Since we have two kinds of scenarios and three types of tactics, we have total six patterns of counter-attack strategy. In fact, our proposal attack strategy satisfies following purposes.
Purpose-1.
Choose an attack scenario and search for the most effective tactics.
Purpose-2.
Choose an attack scenario and change the malicious topology map by the tactics.
Purpose-3. Search for the most effective scenario to the given malicious topology map and decide the attack tactics.
Purpose-1 and Purpose-2 can be regarded as a part of tactics from the viewpoint of the counterattack operation. Our proposal counter-attack strategy will contribute such concrete purpose, however, these cases are too specific to describe in this paper. On the other hand, Purpose-3 is only executing some retaliate. The detail of Purpose-3 is ambiguous but it is general for almost counter-attack. Therefore, in the followings, we stand the position of Purpose-3.
The procedure of our proposal strategy is as follows.
Step-1. Collect IP addresses from the target area (malicious IP group).
Step-2. Execute trace route command for malicious IP group.
Step-3. Derive the malicious topology map.
Step-4. Execute simulation of Tactics-1 ∼ Tactics-3 for both scenarios.
Step-5. Select the best result in Step-4 as the scenario.
In
Step-1, we can use access log, Dark-net monitoring and so on. We used our Dark-net monitoring log since it does not need to extract malicious accesses in our experiments. An important point here is to collect many IP addresses as possible. The huge number of IP address helps to derive the malicious topology map correctly. We call these IP addresses as malicious IP group.
Step-2, it is desirable to execute trace route command from more than one different place. And for even same IP address, it is desirable to execute changing time and a day of week sometimes. Because of the network traffic will change over time and a day of week, so there is the possibility that network routing changes. As the result, it is possible to get newer different IP addresses on the route and to derive more precise topology map.
Step-3, we take the method shown in section 3.2. The details of
Step-4 and
Step-5 are shown in section 5. In this paper, we estimate computational complexity as the number of calculation of Eigen values. So, the computational complexity of Step-4 is determined by the number of total nodes (N) in the malicious topology map, the number of attack target nodes (n), the number of agent nodes (m) and the number of links from each agent node (l), as follows.
EXAMPLE EXECUTION OF OUR COUNTER-ATTACK STRATEGY
STEP-1: COLLECT IP ADDRESS AND DARK-NET MONITORING
In the monitoring period (March 1st ∼ 21st, 2013), we recorded total 1,654,925 of malicious access for our Dark-net. Among these accesses, there are 1,093,859 different IP addresses. Using the country information of IP address, the access numbers of each country are summarized in Table 2 . In the followings, we focus on Country-C and Country-B because the size of topology map is adequate for our computer simulations. Note that we have no other intentions at all. We show the details of the procedure for Country-C mainly, and only results are shown in Country-B. 
STEP-2: TRACE ROUTE
We executed trace route for 3,674 different IP addresses with the parameter as follows.
$ trace route −I −n −m30IP_address
Using these parameters, we can get maximum 30 IP addresses on the route for target IP addresses. Note that we focus on the IP addresses in the Country-C. For the restriction in our network environment, we execute them from the only single start point, and we did not execute them changing time and a day of the week. As the result, we got 2,119 of new IP addresses in Country-C. We omit IP addresses, which do not exist in the result of trace route or isolate in the temporary topology map. Thus, we have 2,119 nodes with 3,819 links, which is smaller than the initial recorded 3,674 IP addresses. We needed about 2 days for this process.
In the same way, we executed same procedure against Country-B whose number of initial recoded IP addresses is 53,390. As the result, we got the resultant topology map of 17,684 nodes with 24,163 links. Since we had network troubles in experiment period, we needed about one month for this process.
STEP-3: ESTIMATION OF TOPOLOGY
Using the estimation method shown in section 3.2 for the resultants of traceroute, we have the malicious topology map of 2,119 nodes with 3,819 links as shown in Figure 4 . But this topology map is too large for our computer environment to execute the proposal method. Therefore, we limited the number of nodes to 100 and focused on the nodes in the metropolitan area using the information of IP locator and WHOIS database. As the results, our target malicious topology map of 100 nodes with 187 links is derived as Figure 5 . In the same way, Figure 6 shows malicious topology map of Country-B. By the same reason of Country-C, we derived the target malicious topology map of 100 nodes with 712 links, as shown in Figure 7 .
Comparing Figure 5 and Figure 7 , in spite of the same number of nodes in each other, the difference between them is obviously. We can find that Country-B has two huge high-density clusters however; Country-C has only one big hub-node and sparse topology map. The number of links causes this difference and it will have influence on the choice of attack strategy.
SIMULATION OF TACTICS AND RESULTS
The initial values of target malicious topology map of Country-C are λ max (A) = 10.0785 and R = 0.005487. Because of limited of specification of our computer environment (Table 3) , we set the parameters of each tactics as follows.
N =100, n=100, m=1 and l=2. The computational cost and simulation time for each scenario and tactics are summarized in Table  4 . In the same way, we executed our proposal strategy to Country-B. The initial values of target malicious topology map of Country-B are λ max (A) = 24.2098 and R = 0.002853. The number of nodes and the condition of tactics decide the computational cost. Since the conditions are same, the computational cost for Country-B is same as one of the Country-C ( Table 4) .
The results for Country-C show in Figure 8 , Figure 9 and Table 5 . And the result for Country-B shows Figure 10 , Figure 11 and Table 6 . Note that we omit IP addresses of target nodes; down nodes and agent node because they are sensitive information. We can derive following strategies for each country. 
Scenario-2.
We can conclude that Tactics-3 is the most effective for Scenario-2 against Country-C. Therefore, we can confirm that Expectation-3 is almost right. Since it is not appropriate to show concrete IP addresses, we omit details however; Tactics-3 is able to success to divide the malicious topology map into three areas.
<Strategy for Country-B>
Scenario-1. The effectiveness of Tactics-2 and Tactics-3 are same. And the effectiveness of Tactics-1 becomes same as the initial value. These results are same as the cases of Country-C. Also from these results, we can confirm that Expectation-1 and Expectation-2 are almost right. As the result, we can conclude that most effective tactics for Scenario-1 is Tactics-2 against Country-B.
Scenario-2.
We can conclude that Tactics-3 is the most effective for Scenario-2 against Country-B. Therefore, we can confirm that Expectation-3 is almost right. Since the same reason for Country-C, we show only the result that Tactics-3 can success to divide the malicious topology map into six areas.
CONSIDERATION ABOUT EXAMPLE RESULTS
TACTICS-1 DOES NOT BECOMES SMALLER THAN THE INITIAL VALUE.
In Expectation-1, we expected that the results of Tactics-1 becomes smaller than the initial value, so there is no effectiveness in Scenario-1 with Tactics-1. Fortunately, both results of Country-C and Country-B hold the initial values. When such condition holds, we will be able to execute Scenario-1 and Scenario-2 simultaneously, because the target of Scenario-1 will not disturb the effectiveness of Scenario-2. The analysis of the feasibility of a concurrent execution of Scenario-1 and Scenario-2 is our future work.
TACTICS-3 IS THE MOST POWERFUL.
It is obvious that the condition of Tactics-3 for attacker is most advantageous. Therefore, it realizes more than 10% of improvement is estimated compared with the initial value of Scenario-2. However, there are some big problems such as huge computational cost, feasibility for realistic attack and so on. These problems are discussed in section 8. For Country-B, Scenario-2 with Tactics-1 has the second effectiveness that is much better than third one; it is little inferior to the best one. It is obvious to execute Tactics-1 is very easier than Tactics-3. Therefore, Scenario-2 with Tactics-1 can be the more suitable strategy for a case.
COMPUTATIONAL COST FOR TACTICS-3
Also, mentioned above, the computational cost for deriving Tactics-3 is huge. To solve this problem, we try to derive Tactics-3 using the results of Tactics-1 and Tactics-2. In Scenario-1, we will be able to derive Tactics-3 using them. Because the target server is same as Tactics-1 and the generated links as same as Tactics-2. Another computer experiments also show the same results. So we can conclude that Tactics-3 for Scenario-1 can be derived using results of Tactics-1 and Tactics-2. But, we cannot find out any relations among these results in Scenario-2. We conclude that it is necessary to execute separately in Scenario-2. Development of the method to reduce the necessary computational cost for Tactics-3 in Scenario-2 is our future work.
SOLUTION FOR PARAMETERIZATION OF ATTACK-TOLERANCE OF EACH NODE
BASIC IDEA
In the previous, we have set security levels of all nodes zero. Actually, such condition is not realistic. On the other hand, we cannot judge the security level of which node is low or high from the topology map or matrixes derived from
Step-2 and -Step3.
To solve the problem, we assume that the node with the higher degree has high-security level and vice versa. There are some estimation methods for the degree of a node, we focus on Total accessibility matrix T [20] . In particular, Total accessibility matrix shows not only the degree but also accessibility according to degrees of neighbour nodes. Therefore, even if two nodes have the same degree, their accessibility may be different from each other. This characteristic is adequate for our purpose.
TOTAL ACCESSIBILITY MATRIX
For network G, let d be a diameter and A be (n×n) adjacency matrix, Total accessibility matrix T is calculated as follows,
Let T i,j be an element of T and V i be accessibility of node i, we can calculate accessibility V a of node a as follows,
In this paper, we have set target node group whose accessibility is less than the threshold 0 which is determined by the attacker.
EXAMPLE EXECUTIONS AND RESULTS
From adjacency matrix A, we calculate diameter d. In our examples, we obtain d=4 for Country B, and d=8 for Country C (Note that they are the cases for 100 nodes topology map). We focus on the significant change in increment of accessibility, we judge 0=3.06×10 5 from the view point of reasonable ratio of number of backbone nodes with high security and one of endpoint nodes with weak security. In the same view point, we set 0=1.75×10
7 for Country C. We determined these values from the sharp value change and the ratio of the number of nodes to the whole.In other words, we assumed that the important node in actual topology map is less than 30%. Therefore, about 70 nodes can be selected as attack targets because they are 100 nodes topology map of metropolitan area.
< TACTICS-2 FOR SCENARIO-1 >
From the above results, it is enough for verification of the effectiveness of Scenario-1 only to execute Tactics-2.We made agent node create links from the smaller value of accessibility. The results are shown in Table 7 . In the case of Country-B, we can be successful in improving the effectiveness using 4 nodes. However, In the case of Country-C, sufficient effectiveness is not obtained. Focusing on the value of accessibility, the result of section 5 selects maximum and the second nodes (6.5203×10 5 and 4.2790×10 5 for Country-B and 1.7579×10 8 and 1.7399×10 8 for Country-C). These are nodes of the backbone and are expected to have high security and attack will be impossible. On the other hand, since the value of accessibility is limited in these experiments, feasibility is considered high. 
< TACTICS-1 FOR SCENARIO-2 >
The results are shown in Table 8 . In the case of "one node down", the same results are obtained. Therefore, we can conclude that Tactics-1 for Scenario-2 against Country-B and Country-C will be feasible. As can be seen from the destruction results of multiple nodes, destruction of a node with a small accessibility is effective for improving the value of R. 
< TACTICS-2 FOR SCENARIO-2 >
The results are shown in Table 9 .The result of section 5 selects 5.5300×10 3 and 3.9134×10 5 for Country-B and 4.9643×10 6 and 2.4272×10 7 for Country-C. In this way, by connecting a node with a small accessibility and a large node, the value of R can be greatly improved. On the other hand, in the combination of small accessibility nodes, not much improvement can be expected without three or more linking. However, since the linking of the two nodes is also improved over the initial value, we can judge that the effectiveness of Tactics-2 for Scenario-2 is high. 
< TACTICS-3 FOR SCENARIO-2 >
The results are shown in Table 10 . It is obviously advantageous, and it turns out that the effectiveness is clear. Even attacks using smaller accessibility nodes are sufficiently high effectiveness and high feasibility. It took the case of "3 nodes down and generating 4 links" for the most computation time and required about 3 days. In these experiments, this is also a realistic calculation time, and we can conclude that this tactical attack search is sufficiently practical.
We analyzed the influence of the degree and accessibility of chosen nodes on the improvement of R-value. As the result, we discovered that the rate of improvement of R becomes higher when nodes of the higher order with small accessibility are down. This means that down of the hubnode which has many links to end point nodes are effective. This is inconsistent with intuition, and it is possible to isolate a partial network efficiently.
ANALYSIS AND CONSIDERATION
From the above results, it can be confirmed that the estimation of the security level of each node by the value of accessibility calculated from Total accessibility matrix T is valid. Although details are omitted, by confirming the node to be attacked using actual topology map and analyzing them using WHOIS etc., we confirmed that the security level of these target nodes are not really high actually and they are suitable as attack targets. Similarly, to the analysis of bank bankruptcy shown in [15] , we also found that the higher improvement of attack effect can be expected by attacking multiple small accessibility nodes rather that the attack to the central node with large accessibility. On the other hand, it is also clear that the attack effect greatly depends on the shape of topology map.In particular, the difference between Country-B and Country-C is clear, and the effect is more pronounced toward Country-B.This result is considered to be a more effective feature than the attack against the defense policy.In other words, it can be predicted that Country-C, which tends to be dispersed in each node, has higher attack resistance.Such analysis is our future work.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed propose a method of choice for network counter-attack strategy using topology map analysis and show example executions. Since network attack bothers our usual operation, we believe such action should be prohibited. However, network attack also brings information concerning to adversaries, so we should observe them effectively. Our motivation is based on these facts. Using our proposal strategy, we can derive tactics that determine the position of target server and agent server, to execute the scenario. However, our proposal method does not enable to make an estimation of the actual attack effect. To make proposal method as more practical strategy, we need to solve following problems.
PROBLEM-1.ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL ATTACK RESULTS AND OPTIMUM VALUES OF Λ MAX (A) AND R.
A relation between attack result and value of λ max (A) and R should be analyzed. Since the number of nodes and links determines the maximum values of them, they decide the topology map definitely. Thus, we can also derive tactics from the difference between the initial topology and resultant topology with maximum values. So, we can derive an optimum value of λ max (A) and R theoretically, however, there is no realistic meaning. Because the maximum values can be derived from only the complete graph. Even if the attacker has infinite powerful conditions, it is unrealistic to change the initial topology map to the complete graph. Therefore, we can conclude that the estimation of optimum values of λ max (A) and R is useless. On the other hand,in this paper, we estimate attack effect only in comparing with the initial value of λ max (A) and R. But it is not clear how increase from initial value is contributing to the attack result. The analysis of it is also our future work.
PROBLEM-2. ANALYSIS OF FEASIBILITY OF TACTICS-2 AND -3 IN REAL NETWORK ENVIRONMENT.
We face two problems in Tactics-2 and Tactics-3 as follows.
SETTING OF AGENT NODES
There are many un-managed IP addresses such as Dark-net. In particular, the cases which student group used IP address without notice, and operate phishing servers are reported, at some universities [18] . From this fact, it will be easy to set agent nodes if we do not specify the location. Therefore, a set at the most effective location may be impossible, but we can conclude that this problem can be solved.
GENERATION OF LINKS
After the set of agent nodes, we need to generate links. There are two ways to realize it. One is to establish physical communication lines or construct new network infrastructure. Another is to forge routing tables. The former way is powerful but we cannot expect its feasibility. The latter way is realistic. Though we will need to forge many routers and their tables, the feasibility will be high for the same reason of above. In particular, when attack scenario and tactics are decided beforehand, the execution will be easy.
